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Databases often guarantee the best accessibility, as they 
provide

- easy search of material
- open access to data
- quality, authentic material, no fake lore
- access to old and rare records
- different types of media, other than text
- easy compatibility with other information
- easy to make statistics
- easy to analyze (or publish) texts



The target audience of folklore databases is folklorists

The primary aim of the majority of databases and 
digitization processes is using the data as basic or applied 
research in the course of folkloric research projects. 

The broad background of users: 
philology, ethnobotany, ethnoastronomy, ethnomedicine, 
ethnoveterinary studies, ethnometeorology, researchers of 
mythology and linguistics, ethnomusicology and folk dance 
and choreography, popular calendar, archaeology, and so 
on.



The databases of the Department of Folkloristics are 
connected with minor forms of folklore and phraseology, 
narratives, such as legends and beliefs, humour, written 
historical lore, ethnobotany/medicine, folk calendar 
holidays, school lore or regional folklore



Databases can be categorised according to genre 
typology, theme, and geographical distribution, e.g.

(i) a single genre of folklore
(riddles, droodles, condundrums, proverbs, phrases, folk tales),

(ii) two or more genres of folklore
(RADAR – various aspects of local lore, Arboretum –

information and folklore about trees and tree lore),

(iii) material systematized according to one theme
(BERTA, Database of Estonian Folk Calendar; HERBA, the 
database of ethnobotany), 

(iv) databases or portals compiled according to 
geographical distribution
(LEPP, the Portal of South-Estonian Folklore, RADAR, the 
interactive cultural-historical digital map available at 
http://www.folklore.ee/radar; Radar 2003)



A single genre of folklore
(riddles, droodles, condundrums, proverbs, phrases, folk tales 
etc.)

As other big corpora, the database allows for broad-base 
research: 

intertextual relations, 
intertextual studies, 
textology,
typological taxonomy  
different methods of linguistic analysis, 
maping motives, 
typology

Estonian Droodles http://www.folklore.ee/Droodles 156, 185

http://www.folklore.ee/Droodles




Two or more genres of folklore

(RADAR – various aspects of local lore, Arboretum –
information and folklore about trees and tree lore)



Material systematized according to one theme 
(BERTA, Database of Estonian Folk Calendar; HERBA, the 

database of ethnobotany)





Databases BERTA consists of 
20,000 archive texts 
audio- (250 full length audio-fails)
photo database ( 300 historical and contemporary photos) 
20 videos 
whole corpora of popular calendar consist about 80 000 texts
 Database is only one part of Internet resource BERTA.

In addition, one can find descriptions and overviews of history, 
rituals and traditions connected with specific holidays.
BERTA shares information more than 80 dates.
 Independent overview of traditional popular calendar music 

and its styles. 
 Ethnological/ folkloric dictionary of terms.
 List of links and references.

Visitors of the site can add their own stories and comments to 
the information on holidays in BERTA. 
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Databases or portals compiled according to geographical distribution

(LEPP, the Portal of South-Estonian Folklore, RADAR, the interactive 
cultural-historical digital map available at http://www.folklore.ee/radar; 
Radar 2003)



More distant goals in the work with databases should be 
merging 

In an ideal case the underlying key words –

the versatile archive material collected over a long period 
of time on the one hand, 
and presenting this material on the other hand – should 
reflect cultural dynamics. 

Cultural dynamics denotes here the means of cultural 
activities that enable reactions to new socio-cultural 
processes and challenges. 

Modern progress in information technology supports the 
collection, preservation and study of intellectual heritage.he 
collection, preservation and study of intellectual heritage. 



More distant goals in the work with databases should be 
merging these in portals or combining databases with other 
forms of presenting data. For user (and scholarly) needs 
Topical databases of different nations (e.g., on themes of 
the ritual year, mythology, folk games) be aggregated.

Also, there is a need for comparative professional meta 
sites. So far, the number of databases meeting all these 
criteria is insignificant. 



More distant goals in the work with databases should be 
merging these in portals or combining databases with other 
forms of presenting data. For user (and scholarly) needs 
Finally, there is another aspect of digitization which mostly 
concerns the problems of contents:

In many cultures, language and mode of presentation is a 
problem as most of the material is intended for local users 
and literal and semantic translation is necessary for 
presenting the material to outsiders. 
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Future – Common Global Databases

Many existing database solutions are freeware-based and 
could be spread more widely. Databases programmed by the 

means of MySQL, are flexible, independent of commercial 
platforms, and compatible enabling to combine data of 

different format and size. PHP as programming language and 
XHTML Web output are costless. 

More distant goals should be incorporating databases into 
portals or combining databases with other forms of presenting 

data. 

For user (and scholarly) needs it is highly important that 
topical databases of different nations be aggregated – e.g. the 

Ritual Year, Mythology, Folk games. 




